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this attack has a high success rate as the computational power required to crack a password is
not always available. however, if a web application uses non-dictionary-based passwords and

has a sufficiently large password list, it is possible to use brute-force attacks. if your website has
been hit with a dictionary attack then it is important to check the passwords that have been

compromised. this can be done by using a password checker. a password checker can be used
to check if passwords are already in use on the site and if they are, to see if they are legitimate
or if they are not. password checkers can also be used to generate a password list, which can be
used to check passwords. in 2011, researchers at the university of leuven in belgium discovered

a vulnerability that could be exploited to crack the passwords of internet users. this
vulnerability, known as the rainbow tables attack, would allow a hacker to use a large database
to perform multiple dictionary attacks against a website with a single query. while this is only

one of the ways to crack a password, it can be used in combination with other attacks. the
rainbow tables attack uses a brute force attack to crack passwords. but there are also attacks
that use password cracking techniques to find other types of credentials, like an email address
or a social security number. in general, the rainbow tables attack is limited to the number of

queries that can be performed at one time. however, the attack can be expanded by using other
types of queries to crack passwords. if youre a network administrator, you can help prevent

successful brute force attacks by requiring that users input strong passwords. for example, you
could require a certain length and that the password contains specific features, such as a mix of

upper and lower case letters along with numbers and special characters.
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you can also use whitehatsecs brute force checker, which is
a browser extension that can help prevent attackers from
accessing a website. once installed, the extension sends a

small amount of data back to the website whenever it
detects that a password is being entered. in addition,

whitehatsecs checker will tell you whether a brute force
attack has been successful or not. because theyre so

common, hackers sometimes attack websites using viruses.
these viruses often carry out their own brute force attacks
on the site, to ensure that the passwords are completely

crackable. the password complexity rules that you follow for
users on your website will also help protect your website
against brute force attacks. if you require users to use

complex passwords, the attackers will have to crack these
instead of using automated tools. having no account with an

online service means that you are just another entity that
hackers can enter and guess at passwords. if you are a

regular user of online accounts, you should set up multiple
different accounts, so that if one account gets

compromised, your other accounts are still secure. once a
user has signed in to an online service, they may be able to

get around the security of the site by using the accounts
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credentials to sign in to other websites. when you create an
accounts app for your website, you should think about how
users will log in to the site. some online services might have
an 'remember me' feature that logs users in without asking

for their username and password. hackers can take
advantage of this feature to bypass the login screen.
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